Sun shades

and Pavilions



Enjoy the sun





12 Riviera

Simple, light, mobile: 
the versatile sun shade.

20 Samara

Sun shade with easy-to-use 
crank mechanism.

Comfort for the
nicest hours
of the summer

26 Bajazzo

The robust large shade with 
unique mechanism.

32 Big Ben

Impressive large shade with 
sensational lighting.

They stand elegantly and attractively in your garden
and turn glaring sun into gentle light and heat
into pleasant warmth. Experience the particular
advantages and many different design possibilities
of Caravita® sun shades.
Caravita® produces individual companions
throughout the summer with each shade. You
yourself combine cloth and rod colours, shade form
and extras and thus create your entirely individual

38 Primavera

The handy, clever addition for large 
shades and marquees.

42 Amalfi

Classic side mast shade with 
smooth-running crank mechanism.

sun shade. Whoever likes it particularly creative has
a large choice of freely designable patterns available.
Even large Caravita® shades can be opened with
fascinating ease. User-friendly, sophisticated
technology, high-grade materials and solid
processing ensure years of pleasure in your sun
shade from Caravita®.

46 Belvedere

Exclusive side mast shade with refined 
EasyFlap mechanism for opening and closing.

52 Creative Shades

Create your own unique sun shade according 
to your requirements.

Enjoy the summer!

58 Pavilion Toscana

A place outdoor becomes room 
for cosy hours.

64 Accessories

Shade bases, lighting, gutters, heating … 
and much more.

68 Colours

Colour sample charts for cloths, bindings 
and rods.





Things worth knowing

Round, angled? Middle mast or side mast?
Which colour? With Caravita® you have the

about Caravita® shades

choice of seven different shade models. Each is
available in different sizes, forms and colours. On
these pages the differences in function and visual
appearance are described. Put together your
ideal sun roof. And have fun!

A Mast construction type
B Closing mechanism
C Shade form

B

D Valance

(page 8-9)

(page 8-9)

E Wind roof or wind hood


(page 8-9)

F Cloth colours

(page 8-9)

G Rod colours (page 8-9)


A
Mast construction types
Middle mast shade
The classic sun shade form.
Shade models: Riviera,
Samara, Bajazzo, Big Ben,
Primavera



Classic 
pendulum shade

Side mast with 
EasyFlap mechanism

Here the social circle can
take its place directly 
under the shade without
the view to the opposite
side being blocked by the
mast. Ideal space utilisation
without a disturbing mast in
the middle.
Shade model: Amalfi

With the large lever the
shade can be opened and
closed very quickly.
With an open shade the
mast is positioned at the
side. This means that a
garden furniture can be
placed directly underneath
the shade.
Shade model: Belvedere

Closing mechanisms
Umbrella principle

Rope pull

Crank

EasyFlap mechanism

People know this simple
mechanism from umbrellas.
It opens and closes the shade
very quickly. It is used with
small Caravita® sun shades.
Shade model: Primavera

This mechanism can be
operated simply and
effortlessly: for opening, the
rope is pulled and  slides
smoothly through the pulley.
The rope is fixed on the rope
winder which is located on
the shade mast.
Shade models: Riviera,
Bajazzo

The crank mechanism is
ideal for large and therefore
heavy shades. The operation
is not only easy, it is also
secure: if the operator lets
go of the crank when opening or closing, the shade
will remain in its position.
The crank is detachable with
all Caravita® sun shades
with crank actuation.
Shade models: Samara,
Amalfi, Big Ben

Probably the most refined
mechanism available on the
market: simply push the large
handy lever down and the
roof of the Caravita® sun
shade stretches out –
unbeatably quick and also
operated with minimum
expenditure of energy.
Shade model: Belvedere



Things worth knowing
about Caravita® shades

Shade form
Round

Square

Cloth colour and pattern

Rectangular

Choose your desired colour
for the covering from the
colour chart on page 70. 
You can choose between 
79 different colours or
create your own personal

E

Decide whether your shade should be round, rectangular or square.
A round shade goes perfectly above a round table. Square and rectangular
shades can be assembled better. What is ideal for you?

C

pattern. From page 52 
you have a choice of many
different suggestions
available.

Same shade different effect:
The large shade Big Ben – at the top with and
at the bottom without valance.

F

D
G
Valance types

Wind roof and wind hood

The valance has a
considerable influence on
the visual appearance of the
shade. You have the choice
of three versions.

Wind hood

Wind roof

Without wind roof

The sewed-on wind hood
rests on the shade, is lifted
with wind and thus reduces
the wind force. You can
order a wind hood with
every shade model apart
from Big Ben and Primavera.

The wind roof differs from
the wind hood because of
the additional rod. It gives
the shade an interesting
look and makes it even more
resistant against wind. It can
be ordered with the shade
models Riviera, Samara,
Bajazzo and Belvedere.

If there is a light wind, a
Caravita® shade without a
wind roof or wind hood will
also be secure and stable.
In case of strong wind you
should always close your
shade – whether with or
without a wind roof.

Without valance



Flowing valance

Sewed-on valance

Wave valance

With the flowing, smooth
valance the transition from
roof to valance is without a
clear edge. It moves in the
wind.

There is a visible edge in
the changeover from the
roof to the valance with
this valance. On the sides
the valances are connected
with each other meaning
less fluttering in the wind.
Especially recommended for
advertising shades.

Valance in wave form.
Available as flowing or
sewed-on valance.

Rod colour
Depending on the model, 
the rods are available silver
anodised or powder-coated
in any desired RAL colour.
Particural information can 
be found in the table on
page 11.



Overview

of shade models

Shade model
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Mast construction type

Operation

Größen

Riviera

Rope pull

Samara

Forms

Wind roof

Wind hood

Valance sewed-on

Valance flowing Material measurements

Frame colours

2 m to 5.50 m

possible

possible

possible

possible

Mast: 50 mm ø, 3 mm wall thickness 
Struts: 30x15 mm, 2 mm wall thickness

• white, slate grey, silver anodised
• all RAL colours for an 
additional charge

Crank

2.50 m to 5.50 m

possible

possible

possible

possible

Mast: 50 mm ø, 3 mm wall thickness 
Struts: 30x15 mm, 2 mm wall thickness

• white, slate grey, silver anodised 
• all RAL colours for an 
additional charge

Bajazzo

Rope pull
Shearing technology

3 m to 6 m

possible

possible

possible

possible

Mast: 50 mm ø, 3 mm wall thickness
with internal reinforcement, Struts: 30x15 mm, 
2 mm wall thickness

• white, slate grey, silver anodised 
• all RAL colours for an 
additional charge

Big Ben

Crank

3 m to 6 m

no

no

possible

possible

Mast: 80 mm ø, 3 mm wall thickness 
Struts: 40x20 mm, 2 mm wall thickness

• all RAL colours without 
additional charge

Primavera 
Aluminium

Umbrella principle

2m

no

no

no

yes

Mast: aluminium 36.5 mm ø 
Struts: steel galvanised 4.5 mm ø

• shiny aluminium

Primavera 
Classic

Umbrella principle

2m

no

no

no

yes

Mast: 25 mm ø, steel, galvanised 
and powder-coated, 
Struts: steel galvanised 3.8 mm ø

• white

Amalfi

Crank

3 m to 4 m

no

possible

possible

possible

Mast: 60x60 mm, 4 mm wall thickness 
Lower part round 50 mm ø, 5 mm wall thickness
Struts: 30x15 mm, 2 mm wall thickness

• all RAL colours without 
additional charge

Belvedere

EasyFlap

3 m to 4 m

possible

possible

possible

possible

Mast: 60x60 mm, 4 mm wall thickness 
• all RAL colours without 
Lower part round 50 mm ø, 5 mm wall thickness,
additional charge
Struts: 30x15 mm, 2 mm wall thickness
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Magic moments.

Riviera

Simple elegance not only
for magic moments. Riviera
also convinces you with
its multiplicity.

Riviera in 8205 papaya, with sewed-on valance and wind roof

12

13

Riviera with wind hood and valance
in the colour 6689 peach

Riviera with wind roof and sewed-on
valance in 8205 papaya.

Simply speedy: Riviera

Via the double pulley

The rod is available in

is the specialist when it

the rope smoothly

all RAL colours, the

comes to quick setup

follows our pulling

material covering in 79

and simple handling

movement – without

different colours. When

with mobile use. With

much expenditure of

is Riviera going to

sales stalls and infor-

energy Riviera spreads

embellish your garden?

mation events so much

out its protective roof.

flexibility is essential,

Aluminium gives the

and at home on the

rod stability and light-

terrace it is an attractive

ness at the same time.

Riviera

feature. It thus follows
us with its shade when
we turn to another
comfortable place in
the garden on a hot
summer day.

The rope system with pulley requires
little energy for opening.

14

The rope winder on the mast easily
loops up in the remaining rope.
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Riviera in 6720 light blue, 3 x 4 m,
with wind hood and flowing valance.
A light, airy appearance.

16

Riviera

17

Riviera

Closing height

Headroom

Shade height closed

Shade height open

Shade size

Form

Available sizes (in cm)

	200 x 200	260	260	220	110
	250 x 250	270	270	220	86
	300 x 300	280	280	220	60
	350 x 350	285	285	220	28
	400 x 400	310	310	235	27	
	200 x 300	270	270	220	84	
	250 x 300	275	275	220	70
	250 x 370	280	280	220	48	
	250 x 400	285	285	220	42	
	300 x 350	280	280	220	42	
	300 x 400	285	285	220	28
	350 x 450	300	300	225	25
	250 ø	255	255	220	129	
	300 ø	260	260	220	105	
	350 ø	265	265	220	85	
	400 ø	275	275	220	70
	450 ø	280	280	220	50
	500 ø	290	290	225	33	
	550 ø	300	300	230	17

With closing height and headroom consider valance with
25 cm if necessary. Shade height open/closed and headroom
and closing height can increase by several cm depending on
stand (here data for ground sleeve).
18

Riviera is light and elegant despite an
impressive four metre span width.

Riviera is available with valance
and wind roof/wind hood.

19

So much balance in form and
function has earned our acclaim.
This summer companion makes a
good figure in any environment.

StandingOvations.

Samara

Samara in 6028 black, without valance.

20
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When Samara puts up

cleared. In gastronomy

its roof it becomes the

in particular, where

focal point outdoor:

the shade is frequently

everyone will want to

opened and closed, this

come near it because

function saves a lot of

Samara doses the hot

time and effort.

Samara in 0001 white, with sewed-on valance
and wind roof, rod in slate grey

temperatures and keeps
the warmth of the day

Samara is easily

for a long time in the

operated by using a

evening.

crank. This is simple

Opening and closing with 
easy-to-use crank actuation.
The crank is detachable.

to do and requires
If it is put protectively

minimum expenditure

over a table to pro-

of energy.

tect the guests and
the feast from melting, its sophisticated
technology comes
into use. The clever
mechanism moves the
shade upwards when
closed. This means large
shades are also closed
above table height
– a garden furniture
does not need to be

22

Samara

23

Samara square, in 8601 mauve. With wind hood which
makes the shade less sensitive to gusts of wind.

Samara

24

Insertion height of crank

Closing height

Headroom

Shade height closed

Shade height open

Shade size

	250 ø	261	311	225	186	100
	300 ø	267	322	225	170	100
	350 ø	273	342	225	165	100
	400 ø	279	349	225	146	100
	450 ø	286	363	225	134	100
	500 ø	292	370	225	115	100
	550 ø	298	374	225	93	93

Form

Insertion height of crank

Closing height

Headroom

Shade height closed

Shade height open

Shade size

Form

Available sizes (in cm)

Up to 16 m2 shade: Samara is also
an ideal solution for big tables.

	250 x 250	273	334	225	152	100
	300 x 300	283	348	225	130	100
	350 x 350	291	361	225	106	100
	400 x 400	301	376	225	84	90
	250 x 400	288	365	225	115	100
	300 x 350	288	363	225	125	100
	200 x 300	275	335	225	149	100
	250 x 300	279	346	225	145	100
	250 x 370	286	358	225	128	100
	300 x 400	291	369	225	112	100
	350 x 450	301	376	225	82	90

Samara is available with valance and wind roof/wind hood.
With closing height and headroom consider valance with 25
cm if necessary. Shade height open/closed and headroom and
closing height can increase by several cm depending on stand
(here data for ground sleeve).
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Refined

Bajazzo

What makes it so unique?
With a great deal of refinement
Bajazzo is put up quickly and
easily. The shearing form of the
struts gives it its distinctive look.

Bajazzo in 7244 fig, with sewed-on valance

26
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Bajazzo is available

so extraordinary. With

system makes the shade

One particularly

with a span width of

its unique telescopic

extremely robust and

practical feature is that

up to six metres. This

shearing mechanism,

wind-stable.

the shade closes above

makes it one of the

even large shades

table height, so glasses

really big models. But

can be unfolded

and covers do not have

this is not the only

astonishingly quickly

to be removed when

thing which makes it

and easily. This clever

closing the shade.

The balanced shearing principle
makes it possible: no other shade
can be put up so easily.

Closing height

Headroom

Shade height closed

Shade height open

Available sizes (in cm)

Shade size

Bajazzo

Bajazzo in 7560 wheat, with wind roof

Form

Binding and material covering are
tone-in-tone here.

	300 x 400	275	390	225	123
	350 x 450	285	394	225	92	
	400 x 500	303	427	225	88	
	350 x 350	285	394	225	129	
	400 x 400	295	424	225	122	
	450 x 450	303	427	225	89	
	500 x 500	311	457	225	82	
	400 ø	273	363	225	149	
	450 ø	279	371	225	131
	500 ø	286	379	225	113	
	550 ø	292	402	225	111	
	600 ø	296	417	225	100

28

Bajazzo is available with valance and wind roof/wind hood.
With closing height and headroom consider valance with
25 cm if necessary. Shade height open/closed and headroom
and closing height can increase by several cm depending on
stand (here data for ground sleeve).
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Bajazzo

30

31

great

Big Ben –

Nice to see you! Where people
meet, Big Ben is standing there
ready and it creates a special
atmosphere during the day and
at night.

32
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Big Ben in 8202 mediterane
with attached valance and integrated lighting.

Available with a span

socket at the bottom

width of up to six

of the mast or from the

metres, Big Ben is big

ground via the floor

in format. It provides

anchor directly into the

cover for everyone

mast. The lighting is

even there are a lot of

optional, so must be

guests. On terraces of

ordered separately.

restaurants, cafés and
ice cream parlours it

When it gets cooler

signals from a distance

later on, the attachable

that people are sitting

infrared radiators

comfortably and secure.

generate pleasant
warmth. You can read

A shining example

more about accessories

of the innovation at

for Big Ben on

Caravita® is the new

page 64.

lighting for Big Ben.
Integrated almost

Big Ben can be opened

invisibly in the shade

and closed effortlessly

struts, it does not

by using a crank.

disturb function and
visual appearance in
any way and provides
pleasant, bright light.
The electricity is
supplied by a power
Big Ben in luminescent 3914 dark red.

Opening and closing: it is quick and
easy to get the knack of turning it.

34

Raingutters between two shades
increase the protected area.

Brings warmth to cool night-time
hours: radiant heater on the shade.

Big Ben

Free of folds: the shade struts can be
extended so that the cloth remains
ideally stretched at all times.

Daylight at the push of a button:
the lighting is integrated attractively
in the shade struts. No assembly
and disassembly when opening and
closing the shade.

35

Big Ben

Closing height

Headroom

Shade height closed

Shade height open

Shade size

Form

Available sizes (in cm)

	300 x 300	300	372	225	144
	350 x 350	310	394	225	129	
	400 x 400	320	412	225	109	
	450 x 450	333	434	225	95	
	500 x 500	342	468	225	93	
	300 x 400	310	394	225	125	
	350 x 450	321	412	225	106	
	400 x 500	333	434	225	94	
	350 ø	290	366	225	176
	400 ø	296	377	225	162
	450 ø	304	385	225	143	
	500 ø	311	395	225	127	
	550 ø	318	407	225	113	
	600 ø	326	419	225	99	
Big Ben is available with and without valance.

36
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Speedy.

Primavera

With a two metre
diameter, Primavera
is also ready as an
addendum to a large
shade or marquee.
The shade covering
is selected to match
the marquee – giving
a harmonious overall
impression. Primavera
is available in 79
different colours (see
colour chart p. 70).
It can also be made
in every pattern from 
European marquee
cloth manufacturers (for
an additional charge).
This small and handy
sun shade is available

Equipped with a stable steel folding
device, Primavera bends as you wish.

in two versions:
Primavera Classic

Always following the sun! The Primavera
is small and light, so can be quickly adjusted.
It provides sufficient shade in particular for
small groups of seats or a single deck chair.

consisting of a
galvanised steel frame,
white powder-coated.
Mast with steel bender,
diameter 25 mm.
Height adjustable

Grows with its tasks: the height of
the mast of the Primavera Classic
can be adjusted.

Primavera Aluminium
with galvanised
steel frame (4.5 mm
diameter). Mast
made of aluminium,
diameter 36.5 mm. In
two parts for space-

Primavera Classic with white
powder-coated mast.

saving transportation,
connection using a snap
fit. Mast not height
adjustable.
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Quality
Made by Caravita®

Bright colours and

Masts and accessories

a textile character

made of non-corrosive

make the acrylic

stainless steel or

marquee cloth the

aluminium remain as

most attractive cover

attractive as on the first

material for sun shades.

day for many years.

It has proved to be the

It is worthwhile using

best and most durable

the best material and

material at Caravita

to concentrate on detail

for many years and is

during processing.

therefore used with

This philosophy makes

all shades.

Caravita® the leading

®

producer of highestThe cloth remains

quality sun protection

attractive for a long

products.

time because the
unique “Cleanguard”

You therefore get a

waterproofing makes

guarantee of up to five

it particularly weather-

years for all Caravita®

proof. Even dirt and

products.

dust are largely repelled
thanks to the specially
Something strong: at Caravita®
the shade masts are made out of
thick-walled aluminium tube of the
highest quality.

40

treated surface.

41

Thanks to the mast on the side
we can take our place in the social
circle directly under the shade
– without the view to the opposite
side being obstructed.

Space
and Liberty.
Amalfi

42
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in the stand. If a wall

of 4 mm. The powder

above the table. Here

fastening is used,

coating makes it

it seems to float freely

Amalfi can be closed

low-maintenance and

because the mast is

after use and turned

absolutely weather-

outside the central

onto the wall to save

proof.

point – and therefore

space.

Amalfi

Available sizes (in cm)

For Amalfi there is also a wall fastening.
The shade can be pivot towards the wall
in order to save space.

44

The robust shade mast

gathered around the

is made out of 60x60

table. The shade can

mm strong aluminium

	300 ø	285	119	225	90
	350 ø	292	146	225	95	
	400 ø	292	146	220	73	
	250 x 250	285	119	215	82	
	300 x 300	292	146	215	52

Amalfi is available with valance and wind hood.
With closing height and headroom consider valance with 25 cm
if necessary. The mast height and headroom and closing height
can increase by several cm depending on stand (here data for
ground sleeve).

never in our field of
vision when we have

Clsoing height

the summery roof high

Headroom

with a wall thickness

Distance from shade
centre to mast centre

be rotated easily 360°

Mast height

Its powerful arm lifts

Shade size

Same shade, different effect: Amalfi with grey rod.

Form

Amalfi can be closed really easily with the quality rope winch.
Secure is secure: self-locking, it holds the shade tight in every position.

Simple to put up: with a quarter of
a revolution the shade is attached
to the mast.

45

Quick change artist: closed it
stands proud and upright. If
its shade is required, it bends
protectively over us.

Bravissimo!

Belvedere

46
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Belvedere

A new dimension
in the solar system!
Belvedere presents itself
sensationally with its
unparalleled folding
technique. Closed it
is upright and spacesaving like a middle
mast shade. With
the smooth-running
lever the shade can be

One hand movement and Belvedere
gives up to 12 m2 sun protection

opened easily with one
single arm movement.
Thereby the shade
roof moves to the side
and the area below
the shade can be used
optimal.
This EasyFlap
technology functions on
a wear-free basis, which
will make Belvedere a
summer companion in
your garden for many
years.
Belvedere in white, with wind roof
and grey rod.

48
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Equipped with the
Summertime shade
lighting Belvedere turns

Belvedere

night into day.
Almost all other sun
shade models from
Caravita® can also be
provided with lighting.
For cosy hours outside
when the sun is having
a break.
Shade lightings
see page 66.

Belvedere

Closing height

Headroom

Shade height closed

Shade height open

Shade size

Above the stars shine, and below Belvedere.
Equipped with Summertime lighting.

Form

Available sizes (in cm)

	300 ø	255	260	219	115
	350 ø	265	270	223	95	
	400 ø	265	270	216	70
	250 x 250	265	270	220	93	
	300 x 300	265	270	213	60

50

Belvedere is available with valance and wind roof/wind hood.
With closing height and headroom consider valance with
25 cm if necessary. Shade height open/closed ,headroom and
closing height can increase by several cm depending on stand
(here data for ground sleeve).
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A sun shade does not always have to be
white or single-coloured. How about
a gracile pattern or a combination of
generous coloured surfaces?
Creative Shades from Caravita® are
colourful like summer itself.

Creative Shades

colourful.

52
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Creative Shades
Creative Shades from

choice and you will have

79 different colours

Caravita are the most

a unique sun shade.

available (see colour

imaginative sun shades

Do you have an idea

chart from page 70).

possible. On this page

yourself? If so, create

and the next you will

your personal design

see a selection of basic

which will be imple-

patterns. Which is your

mented professionally

favourite? Select your

by Caravita®. For your

desired colours with

Caravita® Creative Shade

the pattern of your

you have a choice of

®

Basic pattern “Lazy Afternoon”

Basic pattern “Twinkling Diamond”

54

Basic pattern “Nice Ribbon”

Basic pattern “Beautiful Day”
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Overview 
Basic patterns
Each grey area corresponds
with a colour. Choose from
the colour chart on page 70
and Caravita® will make your
completely individual Creative
Shade for you.

Limelight

Basic pattern “Easy Living”
Easy Living

Loop

Turnaround

Turnaround 2
Basic pattern “Holiday”

Basic pattern “Limelight”

Twinkling Diamond

Nice Ribbon

Summer Delight
Basic pattern “Exciting Moment”

Holiday

Beautiful Day

Exciting Moment
Basic pattern “Turnaround”
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Basic pattern “Loop”

Basic pattern “Summer Delight“
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Sense of space

Toscana

An area outdoor becomes a space
for cosy hours. Toscana completely
surrounds us, providing protection
and cosiness.

58
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Toscana, with 
Summertime lighting

Toscana with white material covering and white rod,
equipped with wind roof.

The tasty things in the

needed. If it needs to

Toscana is also suitable

Toscana is available in

buffet are protected

change its location it

for permanent fixed

three different sizes,

from the sun, the

can be easily dismantled

installation. The

with the rod you can

festively decorated table

and assembled again.

welded trellis fences,

choose from all RAL

gives Toscana a portal

For transportation

connecting parts

colours. What can

frame. As a place of

and storage it can

made of stainless steel

Toscana do for you?

rest and recuperation,

be made really small

and a non-corrosive

this pavilion is much

and is therefore also

aluminium rod ensure a

in demand place of

appointed by catering

long life.

refuge in the garden.

firms for commer-

It is in place where it is

cial presentations.

Toscana

Cloth and rod colours
in a large selection
from page 68.
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Caravita® offers a guarantee 
for five years for the material
covering and 10 years for the rod
and trellis fences.

000 / 00 / 000

0 / 0 / 00

For an additional charge steel 
plates are also available. If no
position alterations are intended,
Toscana can also be screwed down
on the ground.

0

Cross connectors are included in
delivery. Weighed down with 
flower tubs, they ensure the stability
of the pavilion.

00

Free of folds: the roof struts can
be extended so the cloth remains
properly stretched at all times.
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0 / 00 / 0

3x3m
3,5 x 3,5 m
4x4m
Toscana is available with valance,
wind roof/wind hood.

0 / 00 / 0
00

Toscana

Available sizes

00
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Accessories

for sun shades

Shade bases

Weather protection
Sheet stand

Concrete stand Crete

Wall bracket for Amalfi

Metal cross fire galvanised, for inserting four
concrete blocks 40 x 40 x 5 cm, P50 for masts
with 50 mm diameter.

Weight 55 or 85 kg. Washed-out concrete surface
with reddish and black little stones. 85 kg version
additionally with 2 integrated carry handles.
Attachment tube made of stainless steel. For shade
masts with 50 mm diameter.

Galvanised steel holder for screwing on walls or
wooden beams. If desired also coated in all RAL
colours. Slab size 20 x 20 cm. Screws must be
provided on-site.

Sheet stand extra

Concrete stand Hamburg
Concrete-filled white plastic cover with handle
and rollers, 60 cm diameter, weight 38 kg, 
for masts from 26 to 52 mm diameter.

Extra strong, fire galvanised metal frame for inserting four concrete blocks 40 x 40 x 5 cm. With
ground levelling screws or (for an additional
charge) with lockable steering rollers. The mast
holding tube can be installed alternatively in
the middle or on the side (for side mast shades).
PX50 for masts with 50 mm diameter.
Also available fire galvanised and powdercoated in an RAL colour of your choice.

Concrete stand Kiel

Concrete stand Berlin
Concrete-filled white plastic cover, 
weight 30 kg, for masts from 18 - 38 mm
diameter.

Steel plate (fire galvanised)
Size 70 x 70 cm = approx. 42 kg 
Size 100 x 100 cm = 85 kg 
Size 100 cm round = 73 kg
In each case for masts up to 50 mm diameter.
Can be delivered in the following versions:
fire galvanised (fig. 1) or fire galvanised and
powder-coated in any RAL colour (fig. 2). Size
100 x 100 cm with windless locations also
suitable for Belvedere and Amalfi.

Rondo fill shade stand
Consisting of divided bottom compartment 
which can be easily filled with water, sand or
concrete when the lid is removed. The lid is then
fixed in place with a screwed-in stand tube. 
Very robust and stable. Suitable for masts up to 
62 mm diameter, empty weight 8 kg, full weight 
60-100 kg (water or concrete), 70 cm diameter,
colour: white.

Overview – which base goes with which shade
Riviera

Samara

Bajazzo

Belvedere

Amalfi

Big Ben

yes

no

no

no

no

no

no

Hamburg

yes

Up to 6 m2 - with wind
close shade

no

no

no

no

no

Kiel 70 kg

no

Up to 12 m - with strong wind close shade

no

no

no

Kiel 110 kg

no

With strong wind close shade

no

no

no

Crete 55 kg

no

Berlin
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Crete 85 kg

no

Ground sleeve S 50

no

Screw-on stands

2

Up to 10 m - with strong wind close shade

no

no

no

no

With strong wind close shade

up to 12 m 2 - with strong
wind close shade

no

no

no

2

Close with storm

no

no

Close with storm

no

Sheet stand (simple)

no

up to 12 m 2 - with strong
wind close shade

Sheet stand (extra)

no

Steel sheet 70x70 cm

no

Steel sheet 100x100 cm

no

Close with strong wind

no

no

Close shade with strong wind and depending on the shade size support with 2 layers of blocks (use only concrete blocks 40x40x5 cm)
Only in closed areas

no
up to 12 m 2 - with strong
wind close shade

Close with strong wind

no

Close with wind or weigh down plates with heavy
plant tubs

no
no
no
no

up to 12 m - with strong
wind close shade

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

2

Steel sheet round, 100 cm ø

no

Rondo

yes

Mobile metal stand Big Ben

no

no

no

no

no

no

yes

Ground anchor Big Ben

no

no

no

no

no

no

yes

Close with strong wind

Close with strong wind

Up to 12 m2 - close with strong wind

For anchoring on concrete surfaces or strong
timber planks. Model ZA50 for masts with 50
mm diameter.
Also available fire galvanised and powdercoated in an RAL colour of your choice.

To shelter very large areas several shades are put up next to each
other. In gastronomy in particular it is important that the gaps
between the shades are leak-proof in the event of a rainstorm. This
is achieved with gutters which connect square or rectangular shades
with each other. They are attached on the ends of the shade braces
in ring bolts. A belt ensures perfect positioning along the valance.

Stainless steel 
ground anchor for Big Ben
Special ground anchor for encasing in concrete for
Big Ben. The shade mast is screwed tightly on this.
If the shade is removed, the holes flushed with
flange screws in order to protect you from tripping
over it.

Stainless steel 
ground sleeve S50

The indicated shade sizes and wind sensitivitiy are non-binding recommendations. Shade location or gusts of wind 
have additional influence on the stability. In case of doubt choose the larger shade stand for more security.
Primavera

Raingutter
Screw -on stand

Mobile base with ground levelling screws for
filling with 8 concrete blocks 40 x 40 x 5 cm. It
can be delivered either fire galvanised or
additionally powder-coated in all RAL colours.

2

Collapsible, easy to transport, weight 13 kg, for
masts with 50 mm diameter. Shades must be
additionally secured in case of wind.

Weight: 70 or 110 kg, with handles. 
For shade masts from 50-60 mm diameter. 
Colour: natural (grey).

Mobil metal stand for Big Ben

1

Folding stand

Stainless steel ground sleeve with foldable steel
lid. The ground sleeve is encased in concrete at
ground level and no longer presents a tripping
hazard with a closed lid. The ground sleeve upper
part is anchored in place in the lower part with a
bayonet lock. With the locking pin the shade can
be secured against theft if necessary. For masts
with 50 mm diameter.
BH50S: installation depth 25 cm 
BH50SL: installation depth 50 cm

Side covers
From sun shade to wind- and rain-protected pavilion with just a few
hand movements. The side covers are attached at the ends of the
shade bracings in ring bolts. In addition they are also secured with
adhesive belt along the valance. Then the covers are connected with
each other by closing the zip fasteners – ready! Made of high-quality
sun shade material with or without clear viewing window 
(UV-resistant).

Support poles
If you have only a light shade stand, it is advisable to support the
stability – especially on windy days. The telescopic support pole
can be pulled out to shade height and encompasses the end of the
shade pole. The lower end is weighed down with an iron weight. 
To further increase the stability, the support poles can be connected
with transverse tensioning poles.
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Accessories

Heating for shades and pavilion

Lighting for shades and pavilion

Summertime
The attractive globe lamps give a café house charm and a pleasant
soft light. The three-armed lamp can be retrofitted for shades with
38-70 mm mast diameter. Suitable also for pavilion Toscana. A few
hand movements suffice for securing Summertime with a clamping
closure at the desired height on the shade mast. Ideal outside
lighting for café and restaurant terraces or also for a private terrace.
Illuminants:
3 x 40 W light bulbs, version E 27 
or 3 x 20 W energy saving lamps
Connection:
230 V
Suitable for:
Riviera, Samara, Bajazzo. 
With adapter also for Belvedere, Amalfi and Toscana.

Naxos

Solamagic radiant heater  

This compact and elegant shade lighting can be retrofitted for
almost all shades. Four bright halogen lamps ensure a pleasant,
warm light and a lot of atmosphere. Each lamp can be aligned
individually. Naxos is secured with a clamping closure quickly and
without complication at the desired height on the shade mast 
(45-85 mm mast diameter). Colour titanium.
Illuminants:
4 lamps of 50 W, version GU 10.
Connection:
230 V
Suitable for:
Riviera, Samara, Bajazzo, Big Ben. 
With adapter also for Belvedere, Amalfi and Toscana.

Extend the summer! A powerful 1400 Watts per heater ensures
comforting warmth at the push of a button even on cool days.
Without a start-up phase the heat is available immediately. The
efficient infrared heat radiation does not heat the air, only you or the
objects directly, so no energy is lost in case of wind. The heaters can
be aligned on a targeted basis and bring heat to where it is needed.
Solamagic radiant heaters are characterised by inexpensive
operation. The cost saving compared with gas heating systems is
approximately 60%, and compared with conventional electrical
heating systems approximately 30%.

Solamagic is attached simply with the smooth-running snap
mechanism on the shade mast (45 mm to 85 mm diameter). This
powerful source of heat is available in the colours white or titanium
with one, two or four radiant heaters of 1400 W.
The heaters are protected against splash water, weatherproof 
and can remain installed all year.
Connection:
230 V
Suitable for:
Riviera, Samara, Bajazzo, Big Ben. 
With adapter also for Toscana.

230 mm

360 mm
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Colours of binding
The colour palette for the bindings expands your individual
design possibilities. Set additional accents with colour-contrasted
bindings or select cloth and binding in a harmonic combination.

Rod colours
With Caravita® you can have the mast and struts of your
sun shade in all RAL colours. Combine as you want with
the many colours for the cloths and bindings and create the
colour of your own individual shade.
With the models Big Ben, Belvedere, Amalfi and with the
pavilion Toscana you have free choice of all RAL colours
without additional charge.
The models Riviera, Samara and Bajazzo are available in the
standard colours white (RAL 9016), slate grey (RAL 7016)
and silver anodised. For a small additional charge we can
also offer you these shades in the RAL colour of your choice.
On the right you can see a selection of the most popular RAL
colours. But all RAL colours can be delivered – also for bases
and accessories

1003 signal yellow

1018 zinc yellow

2011 deep orange

3002 carmine red

3005 wine red

3014 dusky pink

4008 signal violet

5022 night blue

153
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151

148

147

146

5015 sky blue

5005 signal blue

6005 moss green

6009 fir green

6018 yellow green

6002 leaf green

6027 light green

7001 silver grey

128

143

142

00

20

11

7005 mouse grey

7011 iron grey

7008 kaki grey

7016 anthracite grey

8001 ochre brown

8003 clay brown

8011 nut brown

8015 chestnut brown

10

15

13

25

27

42

9016 traffic white  

9005 deep black  

9006 white aluminium

44

45

95

32

79

81

82

83

85

86

18

62

66

91

19

63

43

8016 mahogany brown   8022 black brown

Silver anodised

White powder-coated RAL 9016

Slate grey powder-coated RAL 7016
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Colour chart – single pattern

6316 yellow

0018 orange

0034 whisky

8207 chestnut

0613 brown

7104 brick

8206 bordeaux

3914 dark red

0020 red

8205 papaya

7553 mocha

6689 peach

8200 chauvre

8601 mauve

7554 cassis		

8238 bleu nuit

6022 marine

7264 dark blue

6720 light blue

8202 mediterane

7558 narval

8204 bleuet

0017 royal blue

7551 aquamarine

7172 steel blue

7297 emerald green

6688 turquoise

0003 green

6687 forest green

0853 olive

8201 fern

7100 cypress

7103 mint

7244 fig

7560 wheat

6318 maize

0681 beige

8600 absinthe

7548 ivory

0806 champagne

6610 vanilla

7632 honey

7133 natural white

0001 white

7131 multicolour

7132 graphite

6196 stone grey

6020 light beige

7552 silver

7972 birch

6319 light birch

8016 grey/mottled

6088 grey

8203 ardoise

6028 black

0527 brown/white

8066 cream/forest green

7686 forest green/white

Colour chart – block strips
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1012 yellow/white

8031 yellow/white 
with naps

8306 cream/yellow

7567 wheat/white 
with naps

7563 beige/white 
with naps

0525 whiskey/mottled

6143 red/white

6027  red/mottled

8307 cream/bordeaux

8209 bordeaux/white

0549 green/mottled

0731  green/white

0680 blue/white

0524 blue/mottled

7639 ocean 	

7516 jeans/mottled 
with naps

8208 light blue/white

7562 grey/white
with naps

0528 grey/white

7134 black/white

7517 forest green/white
with naps
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